
                             The solar system 
 

Our solar system consists of eight planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 

Uranus and Neptune. 

 

Mercury is the closest planet to the sun, the average temperature is 350 degrees because 

it’s so hot and close to the sun. Mercury has no moons no atmosphere and it takes eighty 

eight days to orbit the sun. 

 

Venus is 108 mil km away from the sun. Venus takes 228 days to orbit the sun because it is 

the second closest planet to the sun. The average temperature is 480 degrees Venus has 

no moons and an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and sulphuric acid. 

 

Earth is the third planet from the sun. It is the only planet that we Know to have life 

forms. The average temperature is 20 degrees and it takes 365 days to orbit the sun. 

Earth has one moon and an atmosphere of nitrogen and oxygen. 

 

Mars is the fourth closest planet from the sun  and the second smallest planet in the solar 

system. Mars takes 687 days to orbit the sun because it is so far away 

 

Jupiter is the fifth closest planet to the sun it is around 778 million km away from the sun 

it is naturally  quite  cold. It takes twelve years to orbit the sun because it is so far away 

and also because it is so far away the temperature is only 150 degrees on an average 

temperature. 

 

Saturn is 1140 mil km away from the sun because of how far away from the sun you can 

definitely say it is cold. The average temperature there is minus 210 degrees and it takes 

29 years to orbit the sun. 

 

Uranus, Uranus is the eighth planet from the sun and is even colder and takes more years 

to orbit the sun . The average temperature is minus 210 degrees and it takes even more 

years to orbit the sun. It takes 84 years to orbit the sun! 

 

Neptune is the farthest planet away from the sun it takes 165 years to orbit the sun 

because it is 4500 million km away from the sun. Again because it is so far away from the 

sun the temperature is usually 220 degrees. 
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